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PHAETHON



PHAETHON: (Son of Helios in Greek Mythology)

Max Mercer, a sixteen-year-old loner who lost his 
parents at a young age, discovers he has pyrokinetic 
abilities after saving his crush, Olivia Stein, from 
attackers. 



When a mysterious organization becomes aware of 
Max's powers through footage of the incident, they 
send a task force to capture him, resulting in the 
death of Max's grandfather who reveals that Max's 
father is alive and may have answers.



Max and Olivia set out to find Max's father while evading 
capture. However, Max struggles to control his abilities, 
often causing destructive consequences when he loses his 
temper or is under stress. As Max and Olivia delve deeper 
into the mystery, they uncover clues about Max's dark past 
and his parents' involvement.



As Max and Olivia close in on the truth, they uncover a 
conspiracy involving Max's family and the organization 
pursuing him. With time running out and Max's powers 
reaching dangerous levels, they must find Max's father and 
uncover the secrets of Max's past before it's too late. 
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Synopsis:

Max Mercer, a sixteen-year-old loner who lost his parents at a young age, discovers he has pyrokinetic abilities after saving his crush, Olivia 

Stein, from attackers. When a mysterious organization becomes aware of Max's powers through viral footage of the incident, they send a 

task force to capture him, resulting in the death of Max's grandfather who reveals that Max's father is alive and may have answers.

Max and Olivia set out to find Max's father while evading capture. However, Max struggles to control his abilities, often causing destructive 

consequences when he loses his temper or is under stress. At first, he has no control over his power, which is a form of mental energy, but 

he learns how to use it as a weapon. As Max and Olivia delve deeper into the mystery, they uncover clues about Max's dark past and his 

parents' involvement.

Meanwhile, an unknown entity continues to track Max, leading to intense chase sequences and narrow escapes. Max's powers continue to 

grow in strength, making him a ticking time-bomb that poses a threat to those around him, and the world itself. Despite the challenges, Max 

begins to shed his cynicism and learns to control his abilities with the help of Olivia's unwavering support.

As Max and Olivia close in on the truth, they uncover a conspiracy involving Max's family and the organization pursuing him. With time 

running out and Max's powers reaching dangerous levels, they must find Max's father and uncover the secrets of Max's past before it's too 

late. Along the way, Max and Olivia form a deep bond and Max learns to harness his abilities responsibly.

In the thrilling climax, Max confronts the truth about his origins and faces off against the forces that have been hunting him. In a heart-

pounding showdown, Max's abilities are put to the ultimate test as he fights to protect those he cares about and control the fire within him.
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